A record

21,923

students, including 2,299 first-time freshmen, were enrolled at UAB in fall 2018.

Only

U.S. city on the Travel Channel’s list of 11 “Next Great Destinations” for 2016.
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UAB Medicine provides care to people in every county in Alabama.

UAB was recognized as a Diversity Champion by INSIGHT Into Diversity magazine.

UAB’s campus covers 100 city blocks and is just steps away from top Birmingham attractions, including Railroad Park, Regions Field and nationally famous dining options.

Through a nearly $6 million grant from the U.S. Department of Labor, UAB and a broad coalition of 15 public and private organizations in Birmingham will train local youth for 925 high-paying IT jobs.

10 of UAB’s specialties ranked among the nation’s top 50 programs of their kind in the 2018-2019 Best Hospitals report from U.S. News & World Report.

The UAB Women & Infants Center houses the largest regional neonatal intensive care unit (RNICU) in the Southeast.

With 25,000 employees, UAB is Alabama’s largest single employer, and supports 64,000 jobs – one of every 31 in Alabama.

Special freezers developed by UAB engineers are in orbit aboard the International Space Station.

Birmingham has more green space per capita than any city of its size in the country.

Birmingham was ranked No. 1 on Zagat’s 2015 “America’s Next Hot Food Cities” list.
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www.uab.edu/didyouknow